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Don’t Forget To:  

Get A/C evacuated 

Shut off heater hoses and drain lines 

Remove sleeper and rubber boot 

Window trim ring and Interior will need to be removed from kit before test fitting on 

truck 

Prep Cab: 
There is a small lip around the cab opening. Carefully grind it flush with the outside 

skin. Remove old rivets around the walk-through opening. Do this by drilling the 

heads off each rivet. Make a mark 2 5/8” down from the roof edge. This mark is now 

the top of the new plug. You will be drilling all new holes in the cab. To do this, test 

fit the plug on the mark and center left to right using existing rivets in the cab as 

reference points. Drill two holes, one on each side at the top using a 13/64” drill bit. 

The frame you are drilling has an inside edge you must drill through so the rivet can 

go completely in. The frame may be loose, so use caution. You need to know where 

you are drilling on the inside and make sure the frame is pushed tight and in place. 

Now you need to install the two rivets you have already drilled. Make sure the kit is 

square and placed where you want it. Now you can drill all the holes out. You must 

remove the plug, clean all shavings out and seal before riveting.   

 

Sealer: 
When sealing panel, use a small amount of Alumilastic (included) on panel and cab. 

Spread it out very thin, you only need a thin coat to achieve a good seal.  

Do not leave a bead of sealer and then try to rivet; you will end up denting the panel.  

To assure a proper seal you may wish to use the remaining sealer on the inside of   

your cab.  
 

Riveting Caution:  
Rivets must fit loose.  

Rivets must be inserted straight. 

 

Interior Placement: 
   Plastic goes UNDER existing interior. Upholstery kits go OVER existing interior. 

 

Paint Caution: 
Aluminum Panels are primed with a aluminum conditioning primer that contains an  

acid base.  This coating should not be removed .  Lightly scuff and apply your 

preferred epoxy primer and paint.  
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